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BOOK PUBLICATIONS
Thanuj International publishers publishes various fields of Biological sciences,
Life sciences, Health Sciences, Agricultural Sciences, Arts and Humanities, field
of Computer world and Engineering Sciences and many more. Our publications are
available in online and also printed form of Books.
ISBN
ISBN stands for International Standard Book Number which is a 13 digit universal
identification number essential for any text-based, non-serial publication like a
book, novel, anthology or non-fictional composition. An ISBN increases the
availability of your book to your readers and improves popularity and impacts
sales. We will help you obtain the ISBN number.
Copyright
Publishing with our Publishers Books require the author to sign over the copyright
to the publisher. You as the author and Publishers retain the full right to sell and
distribute your work.
Global distribution channel
Publication with our Publishers ensures a global distribution through own and
partner websites in case of online supply.
Royality
One of the many benefits of self-publishing is that you are entitled to receive the
profit from selling your book.

Print on demand
A room full of unsold books can be intimidating and heavy on your nerves. Do not
let your creation pile on your frustration. Switch to Print on demand and get the
exact number of copies delivered as and when required.

Get the best of both worlds
Many of us who grew up reading books love the experience of holding a book but
nowadays many readers fancy reading eBooks as they are accessible from their
smart device. At Thanuj Publishers books, you may choose to publish in digital
form as well as in printed version and cater to your readers’ whims.
Holistic marketing support
We provide overall marketing support to build a strong author portfolio. Author
Webpage, Facebook, Instagram and Goodreads page set up, posters, book launch,
press release, visiting card, video trailer etc. You can decide on a marketing
strategy in discussion with our publishing agents or create a combination of
services from our given options. If you have any innovative marketing idea, we are
eager to listen to that.
International standard publication
Our editorial team is well-equipped to render you the best possible service from
tuning your manuscript to distributing and marketing your book and provide you
with thorough guidance throughout.
Personalized services in customizable packages
We maintain the secrecy of your manuscript all through the process and guarantee
the safest way of dealing with it.
Assurance of privacy
We maintain the secrecy of your manuscript all through the process and guarantee
the safest way of dealing with it.

